Christmas Chesnut Soup Card Box & Cards

Teacher: Jill Yegerlehner

Design Team Coordinator and Helper: Kimber McGray
Making the Box:

7 ¾” x 9” piece of cardstock is box base. 6 7/8” x 8 1/8” is the lid to the box. The 2 pieces have already been cut and scored for you.

1. On the long sides of the cardstock, cut the score lines up to the point where they connect with the at the score lines on the short side.

2. Prefold all the score lines.

3. Apply adhesive to each of the 4 outer corners.

4. Fold the glue tabs to create the bottom of your box.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for the box lid.
Sprout Snowman Card:

1. Pick out the sprouts that you would like to use for the body of the snowman.
2. Ink the edges of the sprouts, the snowman’s heart and the kraft card.
3. Cut a top hat out of the brown cardstock.
4. Cut a nose out of the orange damask paper.
5. Fold green circle paper in half, then fold one half over the other to form the scarf.
6. Adhere sprout body, buttons, nose, hat and scarf.
7. Add the heart with a foam square.
Wishes Snowman Card:

1. Cut out the snowmen from the kraft paper.
2. Cut “v” in the ends of the green cardstock – to look like ribbon.
3. Ink outside edges of the 3 Christmas kraft papers, the sprout, the green cardstock and the snowmen.
4. Adhere the snowmen to the sprout with foam squares. Stamp “Wishes” above the snowmen and add the snowflake.
5. Adhere the paper, cardstock and sprout to the brown card.
6. Draw stitching around the edges with an white pen.
Snowflake Tree Card:

1. Using the tree cardboard template cut out a triangle from the snowflake paper.
2. Sand the tree trunk with a sanding block.
3. Round the corners of the card base.
4. Ink the edges of the card, tree and mini Avery tag.
5. Adhere tree with foam squares. Adhere tree trunk and snowflake to the mini Avery tag.
6. Tie the mini Avery tag in with the yarn when you tie it around the card.
7. Add pearls.
We're all just a little flaky Card:

1. Ink edges of the selected journaling sprouts.
2. Adhere sprouts to the card as shown in the picture. Trim the edges of the sprouts that hang off the card base.
3. Adhere kraft Christmas circles with foam squares. Trim the hanging edges.
4. Adhere green sticker strip from the sticker sheet.
5. Adhere “We’re all just a little flaky” sticker from the sticker sheet.
6. Add pearls.
Happy Holidays Card:
1. Round corners of red/kraft polka paper.
2. Round the **top** corners of the Happy Holidays sentiment.
3. Make “petals” in each of the scallop pieces by cutting into each scallop. Ink edges.
4. Layer flowers and add pearls. Ink pearls.

Snowman Button Card:
1. Adhere brown cardstock to the striped Christmas pattern.
2. Tie a double strand of brown twine around the card base.
3. Adhere 3 buttons and the fabric scarf to the snowflake paper.
4. Adhere to card base with foam squares.